
Bitnetix and e-commerce retailer implement Nagios, leads to 98% 
annual uptime

Company Profile: Bitnetix provides outsourced IT management and consulting to 
non-profits and small-medium businesses. A recognized leader 
in the field of IT monitoring, Bitnetix has received numerous 
awards for its work with Nagios. Headquartered in Rochester, 
New York, Bitnetix is privately held and committed to returning 
a portion of its revenues to local charities every year.  

What did they need to do?
Bitnetix was tasked with monitoring an online store for an e-commerce retailer with 
a billion dollar annual revenue. Beyond keeping the lights on for the store, Bitnetix 
needed to ensure that the cart and checkout functionality was up and running, check 
for website defamation, and notify the necessary staff if anything went awry. 

So, what’s the problem?
Bitnetix hit a roadblock upon realizing that the client’s data center was located in 
Seacacus, New Jersey, more than 500 miles away from their staff in Rochester, New 
York. The two areas required unique - but equally comprehensive - monitoring for the 
production, quality assurance, staging, and development of the same platform. 

Equally problematic was the fact that monitoring would be hampered by the firewall 
restrictions between different application sites, functions, etc. 

To top it all off, most of the notifications sent to the client were ignored because there 
were so many false positives. 

// Case Study  
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What does Bitnetix have to say?
“In real dollar terms, the company was 

able to achieve almost $125,000,000 in 
additional sales as a result.” 

- Eric Loyd, CEO of Bitnetix

How did Nagios help?
Nagios lent our expertise to Bitnetix’s needs by: 
• Adding SSH firewall rules for Network Operations Center (NOC) personnel and 

equipment. 
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Case Study:  
Multi-National Insurance Underwriter 

The Challenge:  
Clunky Monitoring for a Complex Infrastructure
A North American insurance underwriter struggled with its big-name monitoring solution. The solution wasn’t able to smoothly 
handle the company’s complex IT infrastructure or deliver the highly detailed information and insights required. 

Separate modules fed into a dashboard that felt slapped together. The SNMP trapping interface had no ability to integrate into a 
centralized dashboard. Many workarounds were required to build a dashboard with pertinent information. Due to the design of the 
product, the shortest notification timespan was 15 minutes. Customization was convoluted. 

In other words, IT infrastructure monitoring felt like a turbulent windstorm at best.

Why Nagios:  
“Customization is Best in the World”
The company’s infrastructure architect knew more detailed information and near real-time IT infrastructure monitoring results 
were essential. He championed Nagios XI. 

“If we never wanted to customize anything, we could’ve stayed with our old 
solution, but it wouldn’t have let us do the job right,” he said. 

When it comes to IT infrastructure monitoring, Nagios XI delivers detailed 
application, service, and network monitoring all in a central location. With graphs 
and reports, customizable dashboards integrated databases, backend API, 
multi-tenancy and configuration wizards, it is a complete Linux-based monitoring, 
alerting, graphing and reporting solution. Nagios XI also allows for true 
customization during installation, using any preferred programming language. 

The architect explained, “There’s a small learning curve with Nagios, and then you 
can do things you could never do with another solution. Nagios is the framework 
that allows you to design or build whatever you want because the customization 
is best in the world.”

“There’s a small learning curve 
with Nagios, and then you 
can do things you could never 
do with another solution. 
Nagios is the framework that 
allows you to design or build 
whatever you want because 
the customization is best in 
the world.”

https://www.nagios.com/products/nagios-xi/
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Get Started Today:  
Pick a Nagios product, select your download type, and enjoy your free, fully-functional, 30-day trial.
www.nagios.com/downloads

The Results:  
Working More Easily and Collaboratively
Today, the company monitors 370 hosts and growing, as well as 2,800 services. The team is building out host and service 
groups, and soon will dig into customized checks and running clusters. 

Monitoring more than ever before
“To start, we’re determining our baseline, which we couldn’t even do with the old solution,” said the architect. “So we created 
these checks and we have them pulling every 60 seconds over a course of three minutes. This is helping us figure out what’s 
‘normal.’”

The team also created custom checks for websites that require logins. “You have to log into our customer page, but the old 
solution could only check the port and not whether the actual site was displaying valid content. With Nagios, I created a process 
that grabs a cookie from the login page. I then check the site in question, logging in with the cookie to make sure the website is 
up, online and displaying valid content. That’s an example of something we can monitor with Nagios that we couldn’t do before.” 

Code deployment to apps has also been very important. Nagios XI has helped the company create downtime scripts during 
code deployments, so the team can better monitor what the rest of the business is doing and mitigate false positives. 

The architect listed off the improvements achieved with Nagios XI. “We now have one central dashboard that clearly shows us 
everything. We’re creating SNMP trap receivers for the F5. We’re doing custom checks on MS Azure. We have custom notes 
displayed when we receive email alerts that assist in troubleshooting, which contain pertinent information about the alarming 
hosts and services. We love the bulk configuration and editing to make changes. And we’re excited to use the Event Handlers.” 

Comparing Nagios Core to Nagios XI 
As a former Nagios Core user, the architect said Nagios XI’s features and tools make it much easier to use than Core. “Nagios 
XI’s interface makes it easier to see what we’re doing,” he said. “Once you understand the logic of XI, the learning curve is way 
less than Core.”

Eliminating siloed knowledge
There’s a lot of excitement about rolling out Nagios XI to all offices and on-boarding other IT team members. The company 
hopes to eliminate silos of knowledge and get everyone working collaboratively.

“They’ll have dashboards customized for them and can dig into the problems themselves, like if there’s a policy or quoting 
issue,” said the architect.  

Today, the company monitors its IT infrastructure and accomplishes more with Nagios XI than it ever did with its previous 
solution. “The other vendor made us buy a bunch of modules just to equal the capabilities of XI,” he said. “There’s unlimited 
potential with Nagios XI!” 

https://www.nagios.com/products/

